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ABSTRACT
Citizen collaboration through current digital participation plat-
forms can entail the generation of large amounts of complex content,
which may hide relevant citizens’ concerns, requests and initiatives,
diluted in isolated individual proposals. Addressing this problem,
in this paper, we present an interactive data mining tool for citizen
participation data visualization and analysis. The tool implements
natural language processing, text similarity, and graph clustering
techniques to group proposals with common objectives, identify
trends and recurrent topics of interest, and filter and present in-
formation according to several criteria. The tool is flexible, able to
process different sources of data, and lightweight as it uses sim-
ple data structures and dynamic HTML-based visualization and
interaction. As a case study, the tool has been instantiated with a
dataset obtained from the Decide Madrid e-participatory budgeting
platform.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Document management and text
processing; • Human-centered computing → Visualization;
• Information systems→ Data mining.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the advent of social media and mobile computing, nowa-
days there is a plethora of digital citizen participation channels,
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ranging from general-purpose online social networks to ad hoc
e-participation, e-consultation and e-voting platforms.

The huge, ever increasing citizen generated content leads to an
information overload problem for both citizens and government
stakeholders in decision and policy making tasks. In particular, they
may feel overwhelmed by the large amount of data, whose explo-
ration and understanding could result challenging and frustrating.
Also, citizens may feel thwarted if their proposals do not reach
sufficient visibility and impact. In this sense, we may find several
proposals by different authors that address the same problem, but
in different ways, for distinct city locations, or entailing distinct
initiatives and potential solutions

To address the above problems, there is a need for information
systems capable to process and mine citizen generated content, as
well as to summarize, visualize and analyze relevant extracted infor-
mation overtime. Motivated by this need, in this paper we present
a flexible, lightweight data mining tool that helps unraveling public
deliberation contents to both governments and citizens. On the
one hand, local governments are constantly evolving organizations,
and when neither long-term growth plans nor daily operations
of critical city services are stable, the need for robust, accessible
and meaningful community engagement is crucial. The goal here
is to develop systems and strategies that enable people to form
policies with an impact on their communities and own lives [18].
In this context, our tool makes these activities simpler by interac-
tively analyzing knowledge generated from public initiatives, e.g.,
detecting trends in the concerns posed to policymakers, persistent
demands or particular seasonal problems. On the other hand, con-
sidering the citizens’ contributions is an important objective for
governments, scientists and companies, since it can have a great
impact on issues of common interest. Existing civic technologies
focus mainly on rewards, only dealing with values such as power,
achievement, security and encouragement, and leaving a gap with
respect to other values [26]. The presented tool allows unifying
objectives by grouping and visually monitoring proposals (that
could have been accepted or remain unanswered), thus serving as
a stimulus for citizens to increase quality (i.e., more informed and
argued proposals) and quantity (more proposals due to ease of use)
on their generated content.

In summary, we present an interactive tool for citizen participa-
tion data visualization and analysis, which is built upon the Tableau
interactive data visualization software, and which is lightweight
and easy to configure, as well as generic, since it is reusable for
other related domains and different languages as it uses data from

https://www.tableau.com
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an external database (provided by Amazon Web Services in our
case). The tool, whose code is publicly available, provides several
visualization functionalities, allowing both temporal and geograph-
ical analysis by means of different diagram bars, heat maps, and
time series graphs. These visualization components are dynamic,
enabling to filter data according to configurable constraints based
on proposal categories and topics, time, and districts and neighbor-
hoods of a city.

Implementing natural language processing, text similarity, and
graph theory techniques, groups of proposals related to common
topics of interest are created and visualized. This clustering level
allows a better and easier extraction of patterns and insights when
analyzing the published citizen generated content. In addition, it
segregates the proposals in a more exhaustive way, opening the
study of citizens’ needs in each of the areas of a city. This study
would not only detect inequalities in the different districts, but
would also serve to inform both the citizenry and the municipal
government of what is being demanded. Lastly, the tool has a co-
production functionality based on the retrieval of existing similar
proposals. Through this functionality, a citizen who is interested in
submitting a new proposal can first bring it into the tool and check
if there are related ones. As a case study, we instantiated the tool
with Open Government Data from Decide Madrid, the electronic
platform for citizen participation of the Madrid City Council.

2 RELATEDWORK
As stated in [10], there is an increasing demand for data exploration
interfaces that support analytical processes, allowing non expert
users (referred as citizen scientists) to absorb and derive knowl-
edge from city-related data, by placing high demands in terms of
usability. There is thus a need for developing interfaces to support
collaborative, community-led inquiries into data. In this context, as
shown in [22], geovisualization plays an import role to reinforce the
citizens’ involvement and engagement in participatory processes.

Revising the research literature on data visualization and analysis
in digital government, we can find series of papers devoted to
identify and summarize public concerns, proposals and opinions
via citizen consultation and participation[7, 9, 13, 16]. Chong et
al. [7] present a data analysis framework that, implemented for
Denton, a medium-size city in Texas, uses an open-ended survey
as a collection instrument for citizen input, and employ concept-
based analytics to convert such input into valuable insights. A tag
cloud visualization is used to identify major problems and suggested
solutions reported by citizens.

Instead of explicitly requesting input from citizens, in [13], Giat-
soglou and colleagues present CITYPULSE, a modular tool imple-
mented for Santander (Spain) which automatically gathers citizen
feedback from social media (Twitter in particular) and uses tem-
poral and geographical bar charts, as well as tag clouds and visual
maps, to aggregate and visualize of those data for revealing and
highlighting latent information in terms of the city’s emerging
topics and trends. Also targeting Twitter as input data source, in
[16], Hubert et al. present a range of visualization techniques to
analyze the interactions between citizens and government on the
issues of public concern. In this case, not only trending topics are

https://github.com/sbachiller/EParticipationAnalysis-DecideMadrid

considered, but also a number of signals regarding the level of gov-
ernment activity, the intensity of citizen response, the resources
shared between both stakeholders, and the sentiment expressed by
citizens.

Differently to previous work, instead of exploiting generic, un-
structured content from social media and explicitly requested and
limited citizen feedback, we explore the use and analysis of citizen
proposals generated in ad hoc electronic participatory platforms.
Moreover, instead of simple and fixed visualization functionalities,
our tool allows configurable and interactive interfaces to data anal-
ysis. Besides, the proposed tool benefits from a flexible instantiation
for different data sources, and an easy and lightweight, but efficient
deployment and execution.

3 CASE STUDY
In this section, we present Decide Madrid, the electronic participa-
tory budgeting platform of Madrid City Council, and the case study
for which our tool has been instantiated. Before, we provide a brief
introduction to participatory budgeting that motivates of our work.

3.1 Electronic participatory budgeting
Participatory budgeting (PB) represents one of the most popular
mechanisms for involving citizens in decision making[14]. In PB,
citizens participate in the processes to allocate part of the public
budgets in initiatives and projects for different areas, such as public
safety, education, health, and mobility.

The goal of this type of participatory process is to create a func-
tional democracy in which community members influence on the
actions of local governments [11]. When citizens see results and
impact from their proposals, they feel involved and engaged, and
thus tend to participate more. Studies have shown that the level
of citizen participation in PB is in general low [32]. This may have
arisen from the approaches followed in many PB cases, where the
main focus has been put on offering technological solutions instead
of understanding the citizens’ needs [29].

Hence, several researchers have advocated a turn towards open-
ness in participatory design [21] and increasingly strive to promote
empowerment by demonstrating and delivering to people tools and
technologies for ownership, reuse and adoption for their situated
ends [5]. In this context, reviews of the PB literature suggest a con-
tinuous shift in research from amore purely technological approach
to a more holistic view, in which other social and technological
issues could be integrated to improve citizen participation [2].

These evidences and investigations support the hypothesis of
this work about developing an agile and simple tool to enhance the
summarization, clustering and visualization of content produced in
electronic participatory budgeting (ePB) platforms, facilitating its
analysis and understanding by both citizens and governments.

3.2 The Decide Madrid platform
Decide Madrid, active since September 2015 with 420,000 regis-
tered users, is the online platform where the Madrid City Council
orchestrates the city’s annual participatory budgets. In the plat-
form, a series of initiatives and projects are proposed, discussed
and supported by registered residents. All the content generated

https://decide.madrid.es/
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in the platform, i.e., proposals text and metadata, comments and
votes are publicly available as open data .

Throughout a year, Decide Madrid allows proposals (27,662 as
far as June 2020) to be created, discussed and supported. Once a
proposal obtains the necessary support (i.e., 1% of the registered
population in the city), it is submitted for citizen vote. Those sup-
ported proposals that achieve a simple majority of votes are subject
to be conducted by Madrid City Council. Part of the municipal
budget for this means is allocated. Despite the fact that there are
certain proposals that cannot be carried out by the City Council
since they are the competence of another organization, there are
others that are viable and finally get funding to be implemented,
such as the building of a day center, the creation of new subsidies,
and the replacement of transportation elements.

4 MINING TOPICS OF INTEREST
The large amount of data published in ePB and other citizen par-
ticipation platforms makes it difficult to explore and understand
the underlying information, and make decisions accordingly. This
fact originates many citizens to give up deciding not to participate,
and citizens’ concerns not to be supported, thus causing discontent
among those who participate, since they do not see any progress
on their proposals [25].

To alleviate this effect, our aim is to develop a tool capable to
extract rich information from ePB platforms, such as particular
interests and problems in each neighborhood and district, and issues
that represent general concerns of majorities (minorities). In this
way, it would be possible to better outline for both citizens who use
a platform and local governments what inhabitants are asking for,
facilitating the work of decision and policy makers, and ultimately
leading to a improvement on the citizens’ quality of life.

Having as input documents with the title, abstract and text of
citizen proposals , the tool performs the following tasks: i) the
content of the proposals is transformed using natural language
processing (NLP) techniques, ii) text similarities are computed over
the processed documents and used to build a document relatedness
graph, and iii) a graph-based clustering method is apply to group
duplicate and/or similar proposals.

The final output of these tasks consists of citizen proposal clus-
ters that are analyzed to identify, among other issues, topics of
interest. Hence, the tool not only allows visualizing the raw data
contained in ePB platforms, but summarize and facilitate the un-
derstanding of underlying problems and proposed solutions.

In the next section, we present the text processing techniques
carried out prior to visualizing information by the developed tool.

4.1 Text processing
In order to ensure that the computation of document similarity is
accurate, it is necessary to treat the textual content appropriately.
We accomplish this task using common tools in a NLP pipeline.

The first step of the pre-processing pipeline is the correction
of mistakes in the texts. Special characters are first removed, thus
avoiding possible problems in the misspelling correction. For this
task, we use the Python version of theHunspell spell checker, which
is used by some desktop programs such as OpenOffice and Mozilla

https://datos.madrid.es

Firefox. We feed the Hunspell checker with the LibreOffice dictio-
nary and a vocabulary composed of names of streets, places and
services in Madrid, obtained from the city open data portal.

Once the texts have been corrected, two more pre-processing
tasks are executed: i) Stopwords removal and extraction of nouns,
adjectives and verbs, which are valuable to find relevant similarities.
This task was performed using the Spacy library; ii) Lemmatiza-
tion, which consists of replacing each word by its corresponding
canonical form.
4.2 Document similarity
Estimating the similarity between two texts is a extensively studied
task in the NLP field [17, 19, 27]. In this work, we seek to find a
similarity measure with two main characteristics, namely lexical
and semantic similarity, that is, the words appearing in the texts
are from the same context and have the same meaning, respectively.
These characteristics allows differentiating between two texts such
as “I went to the bank to withdraw money” and “I sat in a bank
and I found money,” which have a large lexical similarity, since
their entities (person, bank, money) are the same, but have a small
semantic or contextual similarity, because putting the bank word
in context, we find that in the first case it refers to a place, and in
the second case, it refers to an object.

In [28, 31], the main trends, examples, limitations and successes
of the most popular methods of text similarity are reported. They
show how the Jaccard index is not appropriate for the proposed
problem, as it does not deal with different elements with the same
semantic meaning. With respect to techniques in which embeddings
(vectors that represent words) are used, they highlight how the
K-Means algorithm to establish similarities is very sensitive to
the number of vector features and requires knowing a priori the
number of clusters, and how the cosine similarity can be improved
depending on the followed word vector generation method. Other
described techniques include Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), which
seeks to reduce the size of embeddings by assuming that there is a
space of smaller dimensions in which representing all the words of
a text with certain loss of information, andWord Mover’s Distance
(WMD) [20], which aims to find the minimum distance between
two documents within a vector space. WMD allows establishing
a high similarity between two sentences without common words,
such as ’Obama speaks to the media in Illinois’ and ’The president
greets the press in Chicago’, as it manages to capture the semantics
from whole documents and corpora.

In order to use a method that captures both lexical and seman-
tic similarities, in this work we advocate for the WMD similarity,
since it stands out over the simplest methods and at the same time
does not require a pre-labeled dataset to be executed, facilitating
thus its reusability of the developed tool for different domains and
languages.

The WMD similarity is inspired by the Earth Mover Distance
transportation problem, aiming to find similarity (distance) between
two texts even if they have no words in common. WMD leverages
the results of advanced embedding techniques like word2vec and
Glove [15]. It treats text documents as weighted point clouds of
embedded words. The distance between two text documents A and

We have employed wor2vec on a corpus in Spanish https://github.com/dccuchile/
spanish-word-embeddings#word2vec-embeddings-from-sbwc
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B is calculated by the minimum cumulative distance that words
from the text document A need to travel to match exactly the
point cloud of text document B. Hence, the distance measures the
dissimilarity between two text documents as the minimum amount
of distance that one document’s embedded words need to “travel”
for reaching another document’s embedded words.

This measure computes distance and not similarity. For this
reason, all the values of the distance matrix𝑊𝑀𝐷 of dimension
𝑁𝑥𝑁 (where 𝑁 denotes the number of documents) and the maxi-
mum distance are used to compute a similarity matrix as follows:
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 1 −𝑊𝑀𝐷 (𝑖, 𝑗)/𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 .

4.3 Document clustering
Instead of using classic clustering techniques such as K-Means and
agglomerative clustering, we propose to use recent approaches
applied to detecting communities of interest in urban contexts
[1, 12, 23]. For such purpose, we build a non directed, weighted
graph whose nodes represent the citizen proposal documents and
whose edges are assigned with the computed document similarity
values.

On the built graph, we apply the Louvain method [4] , which
locally optimizes the modularity of the graph and associates nodes
until convergence, with a good execution time of𝑂 (𝑛 ·𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)). This
clustering method, in contrast to others like K-Means, it does not
need a fixed number of clusters, but rather it adapts to the problem.

Applying this algorithm directly on the graph, which we can
assume is totally connected, results in a single community that rep-
resents the entire graph. To fix this, we removed edges with weights
lower than certain value (representing the level of desired similarity
within the community). In this work, all edges with weights lower
than 𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 0.55 (motivated by the range in which con-
siderable similarities were observed) were removed. Some results
are shown in Table 1. In this table, where the 10 largest commu-
nities are shown, we can verify the concern of citizens regarding
our case study platform, being this the community with the most
proposals, such as ‘An option of NO SUPPORT in Madrid Decide’,
‘Advertising Madrid Decide Platform’ or ‘Group similar proposals
in Decide Madrid’. Finding such proposals in such a large commu-
nity verifies our hypotheses and reinforces the indications of the
referred preliminary studies, summarized in [25]. In other commu-
nities, we find documents similar to each other, thus achieving the
desired unification and summarization objectives when it comes to
understanding the large volume of proposals.

5 CITIZEN PARTICIPATION ANALYSIS TOOL
To address the outlined information overload problem, we have
developed a lightweight web application consisting of a simple
HTML-based data panel that, through the use of date, location
and category based filters, and several interactive graphs, allows
visualizing, exploring and analyzing the data obtained from public
deliberation platforms (the Decide Madrid platform in our case) in
an easy and clear way. The tool thus serves as a decision support
system for the municipal government, and contribute to informa-
tion transparency, engaging citizens into what is happening in their
city. In this section, we present the developed tool, instantiated with
citizen generated content from the Decide Madrid ePB platform.

5.1 Data sources and structures
The Madrid City Council, through its open data portal, provides
data collections related to the city. Among these collections, we
focus on the proposals created by 24,482 users of Decide Madrid
until September 11, 2019, and assigned with one or more categories
such as Urban Planning, Animals, Mobility, and Security and Emer-
gencies. The obtained database contains 21,746 proposals and their
associated 86,102 comments. Each proposal has a title, a summary,
a description, social tags, publication date and the number of re-
ceived supports. Also, proposals are tagged with one or several of
30 existing general categories. Downloaded data also includes a
geographic repository with almost 1,500 streets and POIs of Madrid
with their corresponding districts and neighborhoods. A proposal
was also assigned with it corresponding geographic area, i.e., a
street, a neighbour (among the existing 129), a district (among the
existing 21) or the whole city. Using web crawling and scrapping
techniques, thematic taxonomies and semantic annotations, and ad
hoc developed metrics as described in [6], the retrieved data has
been automatically extended with the following information for
each proposal: topics that refine the assigned categories (among
325 different options), measures of popularity and controversy. The
database was uploaded to a MySQL database in Amazon Web Ser-
vices. Later, the database schema was automatically imported into
the tool, hence as we next described, others that present similar
schemes (with equivalent columns for the later described filters)
can be easily incorporated into the tool.

We note that for reusability purposes, if the data structure is
maintained, other use cases with similar scopes or in alternative
languages could be loaded into the tool. Furthermore, the data
filters of the tool could be easily adjusted to the characteristics
of a new given database. Also, given that the techniques used for
text similarity and clustering described in Section 4 are not based
on particular topics, languages and corpora, the tool is extremely
flexible.

5.2 Data analysis functionalities
According to [3, 8, 24], a data visualization tool, without too many
simultaneous variables, helps on the interpretation of underlying
information. In the context of citizen participation, it also may
encourage the co-production of new proposals, and may engage
others to participate in the process.

Our tool presents a number of tabs that could be easily expanded
to show more aspects of the database: analysis by categories (and
topics), communities, and districts (and neighborhoods), temporal
evolution and influence distribution. For each tab, there are several
filters: date, category, topic, district, neighbourhood, community
and number of proposals, which allows the user to interactively
explore information. Proposals are also displayed in real time as
filters are adjusted in the interface. The tool interface leads to two
types of analysis: temporal and geographical. As for the temporal
analysis, by means of bar charts, users can analyze the number of
proposals presented in each district over time. This information is
grouped by months and divided in slots of trimesters per year. Users
can further unravel information by selecting concrete districts or
time periods. In the evolution over time tab, users can study the

https://datos.madrid.es/portal/site/egob
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Community Main category Proposal examples

#105 Decide Madrid Citizen participation
An option of NO SUPPORT in Madrid Decide

Advertising Madrid Decide Platform
Group similar proposals in Decide Madrid

#34 BiciMad Mobility
Creation of safe bike lanes and improvement of the Madrid asphalt

Bike lane in all the streets of Madrid
Expand bicimadrid to more neighborhoods

#34 Blue parking zone (SER) Mobility
Flexible allocation of SER areas for residents
Delete reserved areas in official buildings

More blue parking areas for people with reduced mobility

#12 Transport card Mobility
Include BiciMAD in the Transport Pass

Free transfer between metro, bus
Free transport pass for the unemployed

#9 Night transport Mobility
Introduce a public transport night schedule

METRO open all night on weekends
Reestablish night bus service

#12 Free public transport for minorities Mobility
Senior citizen transport card

Free transport for people with minimum resources
Free transport for children under 12 and unemployed

#24 Dog poop Animals
Significant penalties for dog owners

Fines to people who deposit garbage on the street
Fine dog owners for not removing their feces

#6 Clean city Environment
Clean the streets

Increase cleaning in Madrid
More trees and clean air in Madrid

#24 Sanctions for dirtying streets Environment
Prohibit the use of public roads as a bar counter

Tax for those who have a dog
Treat all the neighborhoods as if they were Serrano street

#2 public transport reach Mobility
Pavones Goya direct EMT line

Expansion of line 102 EMT to Cibeles
That Bicimad reaches more districts

Table 1: The 10 largest communities formed by the Louvain clustering method, together with their main category, and some
example proposals.

trends of detected topics of interest (i.e., the communities described
in Section 4.3). To do so, the topics are presented as a series of
bars for the months in the year, grouped by trimester. The height
of the bars represent the number of proposals belonging to the
communities for each month. Users can also filter by the number of
communities displayed vertically, a chosen time span, and involved
districts. An example of this analysis is exemplified in Figure 3. The
counterpart graph is presented; in this case, analyzing the evolution
of proposals belonging to the existing categories.

Regarding the geographical analysis, similarly to the partici-
pation by district temporal graph displayed in the participation
tab, bar charts representing participation by district are presented.
Again, filters for desired span of time and districts to study are
available. Also to facilitate visualization, the tool presents a topo-
graphical map of Madrid divided by districts, where the influence of
communities and categories for each district are highlighted (darker
colours representing high production volume). This tab, presented
later in Figure 4, aids users to study possible geographical correla-
tions and phenomena, as districts that are actually close are painted
according to their GPS coordinates.

To assist users in information exploration, three general tabs
are introduced with the aim of identifying proposals with desired
characteristics through a chain of filters. The goal of the three tabs
is changing the filter order and the type of graphics that adapt to
the specific temporal or geographical analysis. The first one, find-
ing through category, is presented in Figure 1. It allows users to
first select a desired time spam, then select categories presented in
horizontal bar charts, and set filters by topics, districts and neigh-
bours. We note that inside each filter, the number of proposals to
be shown can also be established. In the last graph, a temporal

analysis of the retrieved proposals is presented. The second tab,
finding through category, is analogous to the previous, exchanging
categories by identified communities. The last tab, finding through
district, is presented in Figure 2; here, after selecting a desired time
span, the volume of proposals in districts is represented with the
corresponding bigger or smaller bubbles. This selection allows for
further tuning the search indicating neighbours to visualize inside
the prior selection, and then categories and topics related to the
chained filters. Again, a final temporal analysis graph of the selected
information is presented.

Lastly, the tool allows, given certain (new) proposal, finding sim-
ilar proposals, which enable avoiding duplication and merging of
proposals from the platform. Space limitation prevents the authors
from showing this functionality as a screenshot figure.

6 ANALYSIS INSIGHTS
In this section, we analyze the influence of the topics of interests
identified in the different districts of the city of Madrid, and their
evolution over time. An in-depth social study could be carried
out, in which socio-demographic variables would be used to know
and understand the motivations underlying the proposals [6]. In
particular, we next present a sample of insights hidden within the
large volume of data, which were easily identified thanks to the
data filtering and visualization functionalities of our tool.

As mentioned before, we can analyze the participation by district
and its evolution, where for instance districts with the highest in-
comes tend to be those that have participated the least, and districts
with the lowest incomes are those that present more proposals.
Through the temporal visualization component (Figure 3), a deeper
analysis of the evolution of participation is possible by adding two
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Figure 1: Bar charts to visualize proposal popularity and controversy information among categories, topics, districts, neigh-
borhoods and time. Proposals are displayed in real time as filters are adjusted in the interface.

new variables: the community (at the top) and the category (at
the bottom). In both cases, we can see a significant decrease on
the number of proposals during the summer months. With these
bar graphs, it is possible to estimate the seasonality of a problem
over time, for example, in the Animals category, which increases
considerably during the last months of the year, surely caused by
the abandonment of pets or animals that are given away during
Christmas. It is also possible to find a certain seasonality in the
evolution of the communities and categories. Regarding the com-
munity that Scope of public transport represents, we can see that
it is in the first trimester of each year (or even the fourth of the
previous year) 3, when it has the highest impact, probably with
the goal of being included in the objectives of the organizations
responsible for that year. Thanks to this data panel, it is easy to
discover the seasonality of groups of proposals, and even to detect
unusual peaks, such as the one shown in Figure 3 (in the middle)
for the transparency community in April 2016. In that month, the
General Director of Economy of Madrid City Council presented her

resignation, after documents that linked her to a illegal company
in Panama were leaked.

In Figure 4, which shows the thematic influence panel of our
tool, we can observe the impact of categories and communities on
each district and area in the city. Specifically, in the map on the
left, we can analyze the impact of the selected community, Scope
of public transport, and find out that there are clear needs in the
periphery districts. In fact, there are experts who indicate that the
M-30 road to the east of the city is a great barrier that split the
population and leads to the creation of initiatives such as Park-30 .
In the map on the right, we can see that in the Tourism category,
the majority of proposals come from downtown districts, where
the number of places of interest is much higher.

Using the communities extracted as explained in Section 4.3,
we can, in a much more concrete way than the category, identify
the needs that are most demanded in each district. Also, analyzing

https://www.eldiario.es/politica/directora- economia-ayuntamiento-madrid-
panama_1_4025672.html
https://www.elespanol.com/espana/madrid/ 20200527/parque-30-radical-ideal-quiere-
eliminar-kilometros-m-30
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Figure 2: Interactive bubble, bar and time series charts to visualize and explore category and topic distributions over districts,
neighborhoods and time. Proposals are displayed in real time as filters are adjusted in the interface.

the communities exemplified in Table 1, the districts where each
one has the most influence can be checked. For instance, regarding
community #9 Nigh transport, the most affected is the university
district, Moncloa-Aravaca, which should have enough resources
to cover the great transport demand that exists and that despite
the large number of stations on the main metro lines, it should be
bared in mind that the Madrid Metro does not have night service,
with all the burden falling (taking into account what this means in
a university neighborhood, where it is mostly populated by young
people who need this kind of service) on night buses. The district
only has four night city buses, all originating from Plaza de Cibeles,
and also taking into account the large time lapses between buses,
it is logical that Moncloa-Aravaca calls for an improvement in its
night transport services. This fact is highlighted for example in in
Figure 4 left.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In recent years, many cities have implemented online platforms for
citizen participation, in which inhabitants participate in municipal
decisions and actions by means of proposals and debates. To date,
these platforms are suffering problems related to the citizens’ frus-
tration for the lack of visibility and impact of their proposals, and

to a low participation due to information overload and exploration
difficulties. To address these problems, researchers have proposed
the development of technological solutions to summarize and con-
textualize citizen feedback, and visualize individual and community
needs and concerns [6, 22, 30]. Following this direction, we have
presented a flexible interactive tool that provides a variety of visu-
alization and analysis functionalities for generic citizen generated
content, and facilitates to both citizens and local governments the
understanding of the underlying problems in a city and proposed
solutions.
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